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Stock Up to Stay Fresh
New Skullcandy Displays
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YOU DESERVE  
BETTER

CLARITY HD ON-EAR  
BLUETOOTH HEADPHONES

 » Extended battery for all day and all night 
listening – Over 24 hours at ample level, 
30 hours talk time, 20 days standby

 » Cutting-edge swipe controls for play/
pause, tracking, and volume

 » Ultra-soft ear cushions with pivoting ear cups
 » Concealed Adjustable headband with silicon padding that won’t slip off 
 » Monster Voice Through™ allows users to hear themselves naturally during calls
 » Active Echo Suppression Technology in the built-in, high-intelligibility mic  

allowing crystal clear calls
 » 2 sound profiles: natural and super dynamic.
 » 3 listening modes: wireless, wired, and USB Hi-Res Direct Digital Audio
 » Low battery warning tone and light. 

COLOR DSC# VENDOR# MIN  SRP COST
BLACK 97674 MHCLYONBKBTWW 1 $149.99  $108.30 

iSPORT FREEDOM BLUETOOTH WIRELESS ON-EAR HEADPHONES
Features: Wireless on-ear headphones. Bluetooth (Apt-X + AAC) for exceptional 
wireless sound quality. Full-frequency response to help achieve workout goals. 
Water resistant, sweat-proof, and washable for everyday use. Superior design and 
construction—optimized for comfort and reliability. On-ear control buttons to 
power through music with ease. ControlTalk Universal cable for listening in passive, 
battery-free mode. Reflective strip for enhanced reflective brightness at night.

PURE AUDIO ADRENELINE
Delivers Pure Monster Sound while keeping users tuned to your surroundings. 
Train harder. Run farther. Climb higher. Workouts now have a soundtrack. Don’t 
miss a beat. The iSport Freedom.
COLOR DSC# VENDOR# MIN  SRP COST
GREEN 97676 MHISRTFREONGRBTWW 1 $199.95 $144.41 
BLACK 97677 MHISRTFREONBKBTWW 1 $199.95 $144.41  

Minimum order quantity of 75 earbuds. Suggested 
product mix of (50) Ink’d and (25) Wink’d. Display 
dimensions are 29.5”H x 17”W x 17”D. The Dump Bin 
ships empty. View our suggested product assortment.

Minimum order quantity of 12 Ink’d Wireless Earbuds. Display dimensions 
are 58”H X 12”W X 16”D. Corrugate display ships empty. Fill the display 
with our suggested product assortment. 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION DSC# MFG#  PRICE SRP 

SUGG. 
ORDER 
QTY

EXT 
PRICE EXT SRP

Ink'd  Earbud Headphones with Mic Black 96738 S2IKDY-003 $10.69 $19.99 20 $213.80 $399.80 

Ink'd  Earbud Headphones with Mic Black/Red 96739 S2IKDY-010 $10.69 $19.99 5 $53.45 $99.95 

Ink'd  Earbud Headphones with Mic Blue/Black 96740 S2IKDY-101 $10.69 $19.99 10 $106.90 $199.90 

Ink'd  Earbud Headphones with Mic Pink/Black 96743 S2IKDY-133 $10.69 $19.99 5 $53.45 $99.95 

Ink'd  Earbud Headphones with Mic Black/White 26083 S2IKFY-074 $10.69 $19.99 10 $106.90 $199.90 

Wink'd Earbud Headphones with Mic White/Brown/Gold 80154 S2IKJY-534 $11.62 $19.99 10 $116.20 $199.90 

Wink'd Earbud Headphones with Mic Teal/Coral/Gold 80152 S2IKHY-517 $11.62 $19.99 5 $58.10 $99.95 

Wink'd Earbud Headphones with Mic White/Geo/Black 67981 S2IKHY-380 $11.62 $19.99 5 $58.10 $99.95 

Wink'd Earbud Headphones with Mic Robin/Smoked Purple 67983 S2IKHY-397 $11.62 $19.99 5 $58.10 $99.95 

Ink'd & Wink'd Dump Bin 80297 FREE with Qualifying Purchase 

$825.00 $1,499.25

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION DSC# MFG#  PRICE SRP 

SUGG. 
ORDER 
QTY

EXT 
PRICE EXT SRP

Ink'd 2.0 Bluetooth Earbuds Black/Gray 80124 S2IKWJ-509 $31.45 $49.99 6 $188.70 $299.94 

Ink'd 2.0 Bluetooth Earbuds Royal/Navy 80123 S2IKWJ-569 $31.45 $49.99 3 $94.35 $149.97 

Ink'd 2.0 Bluetooth Earbuds White/Gray 80122 S2IKWJ-573 $31.45 $49.99 3 $94.35 $149.97 

Ink'd Wireless Corrugate Display 95481 FREE with Qualifying Purchase 

$377.40 $599.88 

Set your goals when planning an event. Create clear and specific 
exhibition goals to drive performance and provide a focus. 

Source: Event Industry News

Allocate a budget for the event, a $10,000 event will look very 
different than a $100 event. Understanding your budget will help 
you get the most out of your event and get the creative juices flowing. 

Source: OK Middle East Productions
$
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Stylish Recycled Dishware
Made from 100% recycled and 

recyclable material, this set makes 

a stylish alternative to disposables. 

Durable, lightweight, microwave 

and dishwasher safe.

Tidy Up with InterDesign

InterDesign Spa Stacking Basket
For organizing health and beauty supplies, 
CDs, and odds-and-ends. Small holes for 
drainage. Made of translucent plastic with 
chrome handle.

COLOR DSC# VENDOR# MIN SRP COST

WHITE 39476 61201 3 $8.99 $4.81

LIGHT GRAY 76248 61226 3 $8.99 $4.81

SLATE BLUE 76249 61227 3 $8.99 $4.81

Hanging Closet Organizer Organizes closets and saves space with 
8 large compartments and deep shelves for storing  
seasonal clothing and more. Hangs from any closet rod.

DSC# 10371   |   VENDOR# 6695  |  MIN 6  |  SRP $13.99  |  COST $10.97 

Deluxe Pop-Open Hamper Large, pop-open hamper with easy 
carry handles. Stands up and stays open featuring a dura mesh 
construction.

DSC# 10365  |   VENDOR# 888  |  MIN 6  |  SRP $8.99  |  COST $6.71

DESCRIPTION	 COLOR	 SIZE	 COUNT	 DSC#	 VENDOR#
Recycled and Recyclable Plates Fern 9.3in 4 Pc 75598 10-01949-001
Recycled and Recyclable Bowls Fern 30oz 4 Pc 75599 10-01947-001
Recycled and Recyclable Cups Fern 24oz 4 Pc 75600 10-01948-001

MIN 8   |   SRP $5.99   |  COST $3.61    

Innovative Products  
Made for Students

Organization and Style
Mesh Pop-Open Shower Caddy
This shower tote offers grab-and-go transport for all  
bath toiletries. Whether at home, dorm, health club, or on  
vacation, bath items will safely stay germ-free. The mesh 
caddy pops up instantly to hold full-sized bath essentials, 
yet compresses flat for easy storage when not in use. With a 
bottom drain hole and easy carry handles, this caddy is the 
perfect solution for grooming on-the-go.
DSC# 26093   |   VENDOR# HMP-01138 
MIN 10   |  SRP  $11.99   |   COST $5.79

USB Powered Desk Fan 
In addition to being USB powered, this fan has an  
extremely quiet operation and compact design  
which is essential for a dorm environment.
COLOR DSC# VENDOR#
Black 74724 OFC-04476
Bronze 76192 OFC-04475
MIN 6   |  SRP  $12.99    |   COST $6.34

Find a sponsor, there are many businesses that are looking for a better way to 
involve themselves on campus. Finding a sponsor or two will not only bring 
about more exposure, but you can also use their resources to advertise. 

Source: OK Middle East Productions

Have a clear exhibition marketing plan. There are many ways to market 
an event, you’ll want to plan out these activities well in advance. 
Consider eveything from posters to the sales pitch. 

Source: Event Industry News
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IT’S A MONSTER NATION
Monster Core Power 
350 USB
3-outlet wall tap with USB charging—350 
USB Power Surge Protector has three surge 
protected AC outlets (540 Joules) and two 
USB charging stations, safeguarding all 
connected appliances and gear, along with 
mobile devices like a smartphone or tablet. 
Using Fireproof MOV Technology, we encase 
our MOV’s in a specially engineered ceramic 

material that does not melt when there is a power surge. Each of our 
Surge Protectors is backed by a connected equipment warranty (up to 
$75,000). If any equipment properly connected to one of these devices is 
damaged by power surge we will replace the damaged equipment.

DSC# 76394  •  VENDOR# MP EXP 350 USB WH  •  MIN 1 
SRP $24.95  •  COST $13.86

Monster Clarity HD High Definition In-Ear 
Headphones
Standard earbuds offer lackluster sound with 
uncomfortable hard plastic construction. Monster’s 
thoughtfully designed, incredible-sounding ClarityHD 
high-performance earbuds are there for an affordable, 
exceptionally comfortable and sonically superior high-
definition audio experience. Ergonomically designed 
with multiple ear tips for a better fit. Won’t fall out 
of user’s ears like other earbuds. Superior noise 
isolation and ControlTalk Universal for clearer calls. 
Also has simple music controls, a flat, tangle-resistant 
cable, and a low-profile, right angle connector.

DSC# 76400  •  VENDOR# MH CLY IE BK CU WW  •  MIN 1 
SRP $39.95  •  COST $28.86

Monster Mobile PowerCard  
Portable Battery v2
The PowerCard credit card size universal 
smartphone portable battery fits in a wallet for 
lightning-fast charging with up to 5 hours of 
emergency power.

DSC# 76407 
VENDOR# MBL PCARD BK V2 WW 
MIN 1  •  SRP $29.95  •  COST $19.97

Monster Mobile iCarCharger 
MAX 2
Car Charger with Dual USB is the one car charger 
for all devices. The fastest charger on the market 
detects mobile devices to maximize charging 
speeds. Smart Charging protects the battery by 
delivering the right amount of power the device 
needs. Safe Charging will protect devices against 
over voltage, short circuits, and reverse polarity.

DSC# 76426  •  VENDOR# MBL CCHGR-2 WW  •  MIN 1 
SRP $29.95  •  COST $16.63

Monster Mobile Dual USB 
Wall Charger
Wall Charger with Dual USB is the fastest 
charger on the market. Rapid Charging detects 
the mobile device to maximize charging speeds. 
Smart Charging will protect the battery by 
delivering the right amount of power to the 
device’s needs. Safe Charging protects the 
devices against over voltage, short circuits, and 
reverse polarity.

DSC# 76440  •  VENDOR# MBL WCHGR-2 BK-GLD EFS** 
MIN 1  •  SRP $29.95  •  COST $19.97

Introducing the newest member of the TI-84 
Plus graphing family of calculators. Features 
full-color, high-resolution screen and a new 
sleek, slim look.

Experience the full-color capabilities of 
the TI-84 Plus CE Graphing Calculator

PERMITTED
ON TESTING

SAT® ACT® AP® IB®

Key Features:

• High-resolution, full-color backlit display

• Sleek design

• TI Rechargeable Battery

• Familiar 84 Plus Family functionality

• Ability to import and use images

Colorful Learning
Math comes to life with the 
full-color, high-resolution 
screen.

Power Your Learning
The TI Rechargeable Battery 
is both convenient and 
efficient. Recharge with USB, 
wall charger or TI Charging 
Station CE.

Familiar Functionality
The same menu structure 
and navigation as the TI-84 
Plus graphing calculator with 
enhanced features.

Real-World Connections
Import photos and overlay 
graphs to connect concepts 
with the real world.

TI-84 Plus CE  
Graphing Calculator

DSC# 68221  •  VENDOR# 84PLCE/TBL/1L1
MIN 1  •  SRP $149.00  •  COST $121.03

Create pre-event buzz. During the checkout process have your staff 
talk about the event during every interaction or print bag stuffers 
with key information.

Source: OK Middle East Productions

Market your attendance by creating a Facebook event and invite 
as many students as you can. 

Source: Event Industry News
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ANATOMY OF A SUCCESFUL EVENT 
Technology has changed what it means to have a successful event. Chances are you 
have incorporated aspects of social media in your event planning, but are you going 
about it the right way? The way students relate to events is continously changing with 
their increasing love of digital media. From brochures to websites and event guides to 
mobile apps, the way you plan events should be current with the times. 

HERE’S WHY:

PRE-EVENT

AT THE EVENT

POST-EVENT

Mailing List SOCIAL ADS
Social Advertising is a powerful substitute for mailing lists. Marketers are investing more in it.  

Yet its effectiveness is tied to a wider social engagement.

36%
of ad agencies are planning to 

buy ads on YOUTUBE
39%

on TWITTER

on FACEBOOK

89%
yet

67%
of users rarely pay 
attention to ads on 
social networks

Attendees decided to  
attend based on impulse

WE DECIDE TO  
ATTEND IF OUR PEERS DO

The risk of purchasing an event ticket is mitigated by online peers' recommendations. Serendipity engines with social 
graph integration such as Lanyrd or Plancast play an increasing important role in how attendees make decisions.

Planners selected speakers
ATTENDEES  

CHOOSE THEM
Co-creation and attendees' involvement in the event design can be easily achieved with technology tools such as SXSW 

is doing with its Panel Picker. Involving attendees has clear benefits for engagement, satisfaction, and word of mouth.

Event Guide MOBILE APP
Instinctively mobile apps are better tools than paper guides. Yet the positive impact of event apps on attendees’  

satisfaction to average uptake is somewhat obscure. Investing with caution is recommended.

Badges were just badges BADGES ARE  
INTELLIGENT

Badges can benefit from the powor of RFID. Attendees are able to enter contests, check in in different areas of the event, 
and send pictures online. they just need to swipe their badge.

Feedback forms SOCIAL MEDIA 
MONITORING

Social Media Monitoring tools are becoming an integral part of the event manager toolkit. Monitoring what is 
happening in real time at an event makes it easy to understand successes and failures.

We asked for slides  
but never got them

WE FIND THEM ON 
SLIDESHARE

Slideshare is becoming a prominent channel to stream slides.  
The opportunities for promotion and increased attendee satisfaction are evident.

Source: www.eventmanagerblog.com

54.7% $100/month or less
19.7% between $100 and $500/month

19% between $500 and $5,000/month
4.4% between $5,000 and $10,000/month

2.2% of respondents say they spend $10,000/month or more on monitoring tools

http://www.dstewart.com
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ENHANCED FINE POINT TIP.
The new 1.9mm Pixelpoint™ tip increases drag and 
provides unparalleled precision and accuracy along 
with a natural writing and drawing experience.

PRESSURE SENSITIVE.
From fine lines to bold strokes, the pressure sensitive 
Pixel with Pixelpoint™ provides complete creative 
control.

TONS OF PIXEL COMPATIBLE APPS.
Connect Pixel to favorite iOS apps to access key features 
and discover new ways to write, draw, and create!

BLUETOOTH FEATURES.
Pixel is packed with features like palm rejection,  
predictive touch and shortcut buttons to deliver  
the most seamless, user-friendly stylus experience 
possible.

COLOR DSC# VENDOR# MIN SRP COST
Black 99915 ADPBL 1 $79.99  $57.11 
Bronze 99916 ADPBR 1 $79.99  $57.11 

Energizer e2 Lithium batteries are the world's longest-
lasting Lithium batteries. With a leak-resistant construction, 
they perform in even the most extreme temperatures, 
from -40 to 140 degrees Fahrenheit. e2 Lithium batteries 
offer a 20-year shelf life.

Power Up with the Industry Standard
Coppertop Alkaline Battery
CopperTop is best suited for the devices used most. When users 
need long-lasting, reliable power, they count on CopperTop.

DESCRIPTION DSC# VENDOR# MIN SRP COST

AAA  2Pk 56106 MN2400B2Z 18 $3.48 $2.00

AAA  4Pk 56108 MN2400B4Z 18 $6.12 $3.48

AA  2 Pk 56103 MN1500B2Z 14 $3.48 $2.00

AA  4 Pk 56104 MN1500B4Z 14 $6.12 $3.48

C  2 Pk 56102 MN1400B2Z 8 $6.12 $3.72

D  2 Pk 56101 MN1300B2Z 6 $6.12 $3.72

9V  1 Pk 56105 MN1604B1Z 12 $6.12 $3.72

DESCRIPTION DSC# VENDOR# MIN SRP COST
AAA 2 Pk 33729 L92BP-2 6 $8.72  $4.15 
AA 2 Pk 55274 L91BP-2 6 $9.72  $4.15 
AA 4 Pk 55304 L91BP-4 6 $16.20  $8.09 
9V 1 Pk 76354 L522BP 12 $14.00  $7.00 
9V 2 Pk 76355 L522BP2 12 $27.99  $13.50 

CLEANING KIT WITH SPRAY This unique portable laptop cleaning kit has a built in 
cleaning solution and is an indispensable tool kit for any student or professional  
on-the-go. Designed for cleaning laptops/notebooks/ultrabooks components such 
as LED/TFT/LCD displays, CD/DVD/Optical drives, and other flat plastic surfaces 
that gather electronic-damaging dust. Compatible with all major manufacturers 
and brands.
DSC# 101203   |   VENDOR# CW-4107   |   MIN 1   |   SRP $5.99

HIGH GLOSS PHOTO PAPER This high gloss photo paper is perfect for inkjet printing. 
The paper has a smooth, glossy and waterproof surface and quickly absorbs dye 
inks. When using pigment inks it is recommended that the print dry before handling 
to prevent the ink from rubbing off or smearing. Print using bright, saturated colors 
and various different tints. Applicable for photos, graphics, presentations, text,  
advertising prints, and booklets.
DESCRIPTION DSC# VENDOR# MIN SRP
20 Sheet 101244 PG180020LT 1 $6.99 
50 Sheet 101245 PG180050LT 1 $10.99 
100 Sheet 101246 PG180100LT 1 $17.99

The New  
Standard of Stylus

Best-Sellers from ColorWay

Longest Lasting  
AA/AAA Battery 
in high tech devices

Give yourself extra assembly time. It often takes longer to set up an 
event then we expect. Keep in mind the physical construction of the 
event and the time it will take to distribute marketing materials. 

Source: Event Industry News

Support your event by livestreaming. On demand video tools are 
powerful aids when promoting events and involve audience remotely. 
These tools favor in person participation and can save costs. 
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ULTIMA CONVERTIBLE TOUCHSCREEN LAPTOP The revolutionary Ultima 13.3” Convertible 
Touchscreen PC offers the ultimate in convertible laptop experience for an affordable price.  
FEATURES:

 » 13.3” high-resolution (1366 x 768) touch 
screen brings superb clarity and rich colors

 » Powered by 1.6 GHz Intel® Atom  
processor and 2GB of RAM, the Ultima  
delivers lighting fast performance that  
handles multi-tasking seamlessly

 » A unique 360° hinge easily converts the  
Ultima to four modes—notebook, stand, 
tent, and tablet

 » With access to the latest features on Windows® 
10, keeps users up-to-date on social networks, 
gaming, e-books, movies, and music as well as 
work documents and emails 

DSC# 84930   |   VENDOR# ULTIMA   |  PROMO SRP $199.99   |   SPECIAL $175.48

1410NB LAPTOP The 1410NB Laptop provides users a large touch screen at an affordable price. 
FEATURES:

 » 4.1” high-resolution (1366 x 768) touch screen 
brings superb clarity and rich colors

 » Features Windows® 10, built-in WiFi,  
Bluetooth®, and more—making it great  
for a variety of applications

 » Powered by 1.6 GHz Intel® Atom processor 
and 2GB of RAM, the 1410NB delivers lighting 
fast performance that handles multi-tasking 
seamlessly

DSC# 84989   |   VENDOR# 1410NB   |   SRP $229.99

Design Science is the worldwide leader in software for scientific 

and technical communication. The company’s MathType product is used by 

scientists, engineers, educators, students and publishing professionals for 

authoring and publishing mathematical notation in print and online content.

MathType™ 
For Windows & Mac
MathType is a powerful interactive equation editor for Windows and Mac that lets users create 
mathematical notation for word processing, web pages, desktop publishing, presentations, 
elearning, and for TeX, LaTeX, and MathML documents. MathType works with Microsoft 
Word, PowerPoint, Apple’s Pages, and 800+ other applications and websites.

Electronic Downloads and Licensing Options are available. Contact us to learn more!

Essential Math Tools  
from Design Science

LAPTOPS FOR ALL

DSC# 36443   |   SRP $39.99   |   COST $34.49 
Parallels offers a simple and flexible approach to acquire the latest Parallels technology.  
Please contact licensing@dstewart.com to learn more.

Equip your campus bookstore with the number 1 choice of Mac users and provide students with the best way to 
keep the Mac they want and still access critical Windows applications to excel at their classes.

• Students can work and study the way they want with Mac OS X keyboard shortcuts in Coherence 

• Improved battery life lets students capture every important note from long lectures and detailed labs

• Brilliant graphics capabilities for using 3D software for architecture, design, or engineering classes

• Students who need a break from studying can experience their favorite Windows-based games, music, and 
video with 7.1 Surround Sound and DirectX 10 support 

• Create a more efficient study environment and get projects done faster: The improved network and hard drive 
performance make Windows applications faster than ever

Before your event, create a social media calendar so it is clear how 
many tweets or Facebook posts will be featured everyday. 

Source: Marketo

Create a hashtag for your event so it is easy to track on social media. 
Also, watch out for an company mentions to retweet or re-share them. 

Source: Marketo#
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Here’s what you get: Creative Cloud gives users Adobe’s 
entire collection of creative tools for their desktop like 
Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, and Adobe Premiere Pro. 
Plus really great mobile apps to create whenever wherever.

Get a full year of Creative Cloud access  
for $599.28 – $239.88 Student Price!

Reseller Cost $203.90

Contact your Account Manager at 800-279-2795  
to add Adobe Creative Cloud to your store’s  
point-of-sale activations.
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THOMSON REUTERS

ENDNOTE
The Most Powerful Tool for 
Managing Research

FIND IT
Search online databases, collect full-text 
articles, and auto-complete references.

STORE IT
Organize, store, and mark up research files from 
anywhere.

CREATE IT
Use the built-in bibliography maker to create 
and format citations in 6,000+ styles.

SHARE IT
Collaborate online within teams and with the 
global research community.

MATCH IT
Journal matching suggests the best potential 
journals to publish research.

EndNote X7 is the most powerful research and reference manager on the market. It enables 
users to move seamlessly through their research process with flexible tools for searching, 
organizing, sharing and publishing research, creating bibliographies, and writing papers.

COMPATIBLE
EndNote is compatible with 
Windows®, Mac®, Microsoft® 
Word, PowerPoint®, web 
browsers, and office 
networks.

W

P ResearcherID

ScholarOne

Web of Science

Online Databases

EndNote

INTEGRATED
EndNote connects to ResearcherID, 
ScholarOne, Web of Science, and 
hundreds of online databases.

Custom licensing options available. Contact us at 800-279-2795 or licensing@dstewart.com to learn more.

ESD: DSC# 72284   |   COST $184.39   |   SRP $249.95
STUDENT ESD: DSC# 72292   |   COST $96.62   |   SRP $115.95

Wrap up your event by making a blog about it and upload any 
images from the event on social media. 

Source: Marketo

After the event, ask your team what they think went well. 
Review your marketing analytics and put an action plan 
together that builds on those experiences.

Source: Event Geek
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All-in-one office  
suite for the classroom
With built-in PDF functionality, a digital notebook, enhanced Reveal Codes and  
eBook publishing, students have all the support and tools they need. Open, edit and save 
over 60 file types, including the latest Microsoft Office formats. Get the proven compatibility 
and productivity students, educators and faculty need in an affordable, all-in-one office suite.

Built-in PDF functionality
Create, edit and share PDF files right from the desktop. Choose the fillable PDF form option 
to interactively collect important information or open any PDF with WordPerfect X8 to 
reuse text or graphics. 

Popular feature improvements
Now, create more powerful documents, persuasive presentations, dynamic spreadsheets and captivating 
slideshows with expanded Reveal Codes, helpful add-ons, new Template Preview, free extras and more.

Microsoft Office compatibility
With the ability to open, edit and save your documents in a variety of popular file formats, users have 
peace of mind knowing their information will be well received. Enjoy compatibility for Microsoft Word, 
Excel and PowerPoint files in addition to over 60 file types for unrivalled support and sharing.

Improved workflow efficiencies
Discover all the intuitive tools you need in one complete suite: easy document creation with new template 
previewing, a simple Mail Merge Expert, the popular Reveal Codes feature, and more to complete any 
important task with ease.

DSC# 99609   |   VENDOR# WPOX8PREFDVDA   |   MIN 1   |   SRP $79.99   |   COST $74.31

OFFICEX8
WordPerfect®

Students save $320 over  
the commercial version!

The Douglas Stewart Company    |    Phone: 800-279-2795    |    Fax: 608-221-5217    |    Web: www.dstewart.com

https://www.dstewart.com/corel-wordperfect-office-x8-professional-education.html
http://www.dstewart.com
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